'With respect to the lavishness of the illumination': The Dramaturgy of Light in the Burial Chapel of the Monastic Founder.
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St Luke of Stiris died in the monastery he had founded on the western slopes of Mount Helikon, near ancient Stiris, in 953. Increased pilgrimage to his tomb, which according to the saint’s instructions was built inside the monastic complex, soon led to the construction of a burial chapel to house his relics. The cross-shaped building became the central point of the monastery and was ultimately transformed into the new katholikon of the monastic community. By the end of the 11th century, the sarcophagus with the saint’s relics, which had originally been housed inside a crypt, was transferred into an elaborate, sumptuously decorated monumental tomb under an arch set into the east wall of the northern arm of the church. The space adjacent to the shrine functioned as a funerary chapel, as well as being a transit area for those who came to venerate the saint’s relics.

A series of frescoes, still surviving today, decorates the building. Apart from the single figures of the saints in the middle zones and the figure of Christ Pantokrator in the vaults, the decorative programme of the chapel consists exclusively of scenes that refer directly to its funerary function. The Crucifixion decorates the south tympanum, the Transfiguration and the Ascension of Prophet Elijah the upper part of the east and the west walls respectively. Two candlesticks, finely painted with quick brushstrokes, dominate the decoration in the northern part of the chapel. Almost as tall as the life-size figures of the depicted saints, they carry candles decorated with star shapes at flat pans at the top and stand on large, three-legged bases (fig. 1). The metaphysical experience of divine light by the deceased, finely implied in the theophanic scene of the Transfiguration and in Elijah’s Ascension, is related in the fresco programme directly to the more ‘pragmatic’ use of light during the funerary or commemoration ceremonies which were performed inside the chapel.

Light in Funerary Context

Lighting along with fragrance, the burning of incense, and chanting were considered as key elements contributing to the creation of sacred space in Byzantium. Usually, selected icons were carefully illuminated by candle and the quality and exposure to light differed in different parts of the Byzantine church and at various moments of the services performed....
in them. The system of church lighting was constantly changing over the centuries and on various occasions or during the church rituals. Light was a key element in the performance of funerary or commemoration ceremonies. Candles and lamps remained continuously lit during the different rituals performed as part of the funeral or the memorial services and a lamp suspended above a martyr's or a saint's tomb and the reliquary played a key role in the cult of the relics.

Silver or bronze candlesticks similar to those that dominate the decorative programme in the burial chapel of St Luke illuminated the ceremonies performed by the deathbed of the deceased. As such, they form a standard element in the decoration of Christian sarcophagi and are included in iconographic programmes with a strong funerary character as early as the fresco cycles of the catacombs and the decoration of the early Christian tombs.

Tall candlesticks with light candles are are traditionally represented at the head of the liturgical processions to a saint's tomb or during the translation and final deposition of a saint's relics. Elaborate examples are depicted in iconographic cycles with strong references to life after death and the Second Coming as early as the first centuries of Byzantium: tall candlesticks with lit candles alternate with praying full-length figures of martyrs in the dome mosaic of the Rotunda of St George in Thessaloniki. Metal candlesticks constitute a standard element in the representations of the Dormition of the Virgin as well as in scenes depicting the death of a saint as late as the post-Byzantine period. In the case of St Luke, the emphatic references to light in the iconography go beyond the actual pictorial scheme, and seem to relate directly the fresco cycle to specific rituals performed inside the burial chapel of the founder in the Byzantine monastery.

Lighting Monastic Burial Chapels and Relics

A carefully planned system of lighting, focusing on the founders' tomb, was applied to monastic buildings destined to function as places of burial and, later, commemoration. This would change according to the ceremonies or rituals performed there as well as the wishes of the interred lay or monastic founders. The Lives of the Saints as well as texts of more pragmatic nature such as the Byzantine Monastic Foundation Documents (Typika), mainly of the middle and later Byzantine periods, include specific instructions by the founders themselves concerning the lighting of their burial chapel and tomb.

In the 12th-century Typikon composed by John II Komnenos, founder of the imperial complex of Christ Pantokrator in Constantinople, precise orders are included concerning the illumination of the burial chapel of the Heroon that was to house the imperial tombs. Ever-burning candles (κηρία) were to illuminate the conch and the founders' tombs, ever-burning oil-lamps (κανδήλες) were to hang in the conch, the dome and the entrance to the building. A more complex lighting device, a triple candle (τρικάνδηλον), that consists of three lamps joined to one
another each one flanked by two candleholders, was to be suspended before the image of the Incorporeal.18

A special priest (ecclesiarch) was appointed to take care of the lighting in the building.19 This practice, which reflects the importance assigned to the dramaturgy of light in Byzantine burial chapels, was common in monastic foundations that housed the remains of lay founders as well as relics. The oil from the lamp that traditionally hung above the reliquary inside the saint’s shrine proved to have outstanding miraculous powers.20 The existence, future growth and, sometimes, even the independence of a monastic community depended upon the development of a cult at the tomb of the founder-saint, a practice rooted in the cult at tombs of martyrs during the first years of Christianity.21 A special priest was in charge of the burial chapel of St Savas, founder in 478 of the Great Lavra monastic complex (Mar Saba) in the Judean desert and took care of the commemorations performed posthumously at the saint’s tomb according to the 11th-century Typikon for the foundation.22 Similar provisions were made for the burial shrines of St Luke of Stiris and St Nikon the Metanoite (930-ca. 1000) housed in the monastic settlements they had established in Phocis and Sparta respectively.23 Among the prime assignments of the appointed priests was to supervise the lamp that was hanging above and the oil that gushed forth from the saint’s tomb: the holy reliquaries soon became the focus of a growing healing cult that attracted a constant, and sometimes overeager, influx of pilgrims.24

Similar provisions were made by lay founders too. A special priest was appointed to perform memorial liturgies and take care of the family tombs in the burial chapel of St Nicholas erected by members of the Pakourianos family, very likely in Constantinople, during the 11th century.25 Although the building, which has not survived, did not eventually function as a burial site, the commemoration of the dead founders was one of the prime duties of the clergy.26 Similarly, provisions for the chanting and the lighting in the convent of the Kellaraia where the mortuary chapel of the Kecharitomene — the early 12th-century monastic foundation of empress Irene Komnene was to be located— were assigned to a special priest. His duties mainly included taking care of the oil reservoirs destined for the illumination of the burial shrine.27 In order to secure perpetual lighting at their tombs, monastic founders or donors who were to be interred in the premises of a newly-founded or re-founded monastic institution would even donate part of their landholdings, usually a vineyard, for this purpose to the foundation.28 Donors or benefactors to monastic institutions who belonged to the founding family and wished to be buried within the monastic premises, would donate the lamps, usually silver, that were to illuminate the services performed posthumously to commemorate their soul.29

Real and Iconographic Lights

The lamp and the candle, typical means of lighting at the Byzantine tomb, were considered critical by the monastic founders for the decoration and lighting of their burial site. Their size and number would vary
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considerably according to the tomb that they illuminated and the performed ritual, improving the quality of the light inside the burial chapel and bringing the burial monuments to the foreground as the focal point of the memorial cult and the services.

The relative brightness of the burial chapel of the Heroon in the Pantokrator foundation destined to house the imperial tombs of the Komnenoi family increased during the commemoration ceremonies and the regular Friday vigils, as well as the morning and the evening services. The extra candles provided additional lighting to the icon of the Incorporeal, to the templon and to the entrance to the sanctuary, as well as, primarily, to the founders’ tombs. The prominently illuminated interred remains were at the very centre of the bright interior. Light was the essential component in this layout, separating and at the same time connecting the two holy spaces of the Heroon — the sacred area within the sanctuary and the nave containing the tombs — as two independent but closely related entities. A candle and a lamp were to burn continuously during the memorial service on the tombs of distant relatives of the imperial family, two on the tombs of the imperial couple.

In the 12th-century Typikon for the foundation of the Kecharitomene, Irene Doukaina Komnene includes clear instructions concerning the lighting at the tombs which were to be located inside the monastic complex. Candles of four ounces were to stand on each on the feast days of the Dormition of the Virgin, on Holy Thursday, on Easter Sunday and on the feast of the Transfiguration instead of the regular, smaller ones. A candle of the same type and a lamp were to stand on the tombs during the entombment of remains and the funerary rite.

Gregory Pakourianos, in his early 11th-century Typikon, commands that three lamps should remain continuously lit on each of the founders’ tombs in the monastic complex of the Mother of God Petrizonitissa in Bachkovo. The devotional and the templon icons that decorated the two churches of the foundation were to be lit by a single lamp each. A candle was to be added to burn next to the interred remains at matins, during the liturgy and the vespers.

Pakourianos’ provisions for ample lighting are directly reflected in the fresco programme of the Baïkovo ossuary. The only part of the monastery’s original buildings that has survived is the two-storey, one-aisled mortuary chapel of the monastic community. This building which must have functioned as the official cemetery for the founding family and the monks underwent three successive phases of fresco decoration, dated on stylistic grounds and on the basis of surviving inscriptions, from the end of the 11th to the middle of the 14th centuries.

Impressive elements of the iconographic cycle are the two tall candlesticks with lit candles that decorate the apse in the upper part of chapel which ultimately housed the remains of the founders in arcosolium tombs.

The splendid illumination the lighting devices are crafted to provide was a standard demand of the monastic founders of all periods, particularly in relation to the funerary and memorial services performed at their
tombs. Irene Komnene in the Typikon of the Kecharitomene clearly ordains that the night offices and all commemorations celebrated annually to honour the dead founders and members of the founding family must include above all ‘abundant lighting’, ‘more abundant than usual’ (‘φωταψία δαψιλής’, ‘τῆς συνήθους δαψιλεστέρα’).37 Theodora Synadene, of the imperial family of the Palaiologoi, founder of the 14th-century convent of the Mother of God Bebaia Elpis in Constantinople, emphasizes in paragraph 22 of the Typikon she composed for the monastic foundation that the commemorations of close members of the founding family ‘should be celebrated all in exactly the same manner...with respect to the lavishness of the illumination’ (‘ἀπαραλλάκτως... ἐν τῇ δαψιλείᾳ τῶν φιλτῶν καὶ τοῖς λουποῖς ἀπασαι’).38 The same text provides further details for the lighting on commemoration days. Six candelabra (μανουάλα) filled with candles were to decorate the main church of the monastery which functioned as the burial site for the founding family during the commemoration of the foundress’ parents and sons, two on the commemoration day of her distant relatives.39

The mid-12th-century Typika of Athanasios Philanthropenos and Nikephoros Mystikos for the private monastic foundations of St Mamas and of ton Heliou Bomon which they had founded respectively in Constantinople, give an even more precise account of the lighting devices that were to illuminate their tombs. ‘Two candelabra with twelve candleholders and four tapers’ (‘δωδεκαφωτία δύο καὶ λαμπάδες τέσσερις’) were to be lit, besides the standard candle and the lamp that would burn continuously at the founders’ tombs during all funerary and commemoration rites.40

Byzantine candelabra were composite lighting devices designed to provide abundant lighting.41 With the exception of a few iron examples, the majority of the candelabra recorded in the monastic inventories were bronze. They were elaborate devices, lavishly decorated, that consisted of a candlestick with an adjustable disc supplied with multiple candleholders.42 The ‘δωδεκαφωτία’, referred to in the two Typika above, can be identified with candelabra consisting of multiple brackets, twelve in this case. The abundant light they provide can be compared to that of the polycandela multiple hanging metal holders for candles and, later, glass oil-lamps, ideal for ample lighting. Silver or, usually, copper-alloy examples in the form of a pierced disk with an open-work centre enclosed by circular perforations, were typically suspended between columns, or above altars, burial shrines and tombs. Most held between three or nine candles or lamps but there were rare versions that would include as many as sixteen.43

The impressive glittering effect created both by the candelabra and the polycandela has been particularly emphasized in the sources as early as the 7th century and seems to correspond perfectly to the monastic founders’ wishes for the illumination of their tombs.44 Their use, along with candlesticks, in funerary and commemoration rituals has been attested as far as the 14th century: copper-alloy polycandela, bronze can-
dlesticks and candelabra are among the most common findings in the excavations of Byzantine ossuaries.45

Archbishop Pachomios, the erudite intellectual and one of the most influential personalities in the Despotate of Mistra founded the monastic complex of the Vrontochion, sometime around 1290.46 The two-storey, five-domed church of the Hodigitria, the katholikon of the monastery dedicated to the Virgin, housed the tombs of the founder and of members of the local aristocracy in a chapel attached to the north of the narthex.47 The north arcade of the building was transformed by the end of the 14th century into a cemetery: four arcosolium tombs have survived in the north wall. A series of frescoes on the walls and in the vaults develop in detail the death and the burial of the Virgin: the death, the prothesis and the ekphora of the Virgin decorate the west, east and north parts of the building respectively.48 Round candelabra with lit candles, are emphatically repeated in the iconography of the scenes. They flank the Virgin’s deathbed at the different stages of the funerary rite or are carried by the attendants who participate in the funerary ceremonials.49

As key objects in rituals related to death and posthumous commemoration candelabra are also one of the dominant iconographic features in the fresco programme of the north-west burial chapel of the monastery that houses the tombs of the Vrontochion founders. A tall candelabra decorates the area close to Pachomios’ tomb below an arcosolium in the west wall of the chapel.50 It belongs to an elaborate composite type with multiple lit candles on the round top and two taper candles affixed to the central metal stick to intensify the quality and tone of lighting.51 Its representation close to the portrait of the dead founder in a fresco cycle with strong funerary and commemorative connotations alludes directly to the primary provision of the monastic founders for ample lighting at their tombs through the use of specific composite lighting devices as described in detail in the texts of the St Mamas and ton Heliou Bomon Typika.

Light, Space and Ceremony

The role of lighting in funerary and commemoration rites seems to have determined not only pictorial details but also the general planning of the decoration in the Mistras monastic chapel. Enough space has been provided above the founder’s arcosolium tomb in the west wall of the chapel for the depiction of a choir of angles. Gathered densely together in a tight group they all hold long lit candles and lean in procession towards Pachomios’ tomb which is decorated with a fresco image of the founder offering a model of the monastic complex to the Virgin Mary and the infant Christ.52

Processions to cemeteries or tombs as well as the translation of a saint’s relics typically involved the lighting of candles.53 A group of attendants holding the lit candles would escort the dead into the burial chapel for interments that were to remain inside the chapel. Lay monastic founders assigned particular significance to the ceremony leaving detailed instructions concerning the use of lights during the ritual acts. The leading group of the procession to the tombs of the Kosmosoteira monastic community
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was to include those responsible for the ‘appropriate illumination’ noted Isaak Komnenos in the 12th-century Typikon he composed for the monastery of the Mother of God he had founded. The ceremony was to take place on the feast day of the Dormition of the Virgin and the mosaic icon of the feast would receive additional lighting ‘suitable to the occasion’ as well as the ‘sleepless lamp that was to burn perpetually close to it throughout the year’.

John II Komnenos describes the route of the festival procession from the monastery of the Hodigetria, via the Eleousa church, to his sarcophagus inside the burial chapel of the Heroon, where a brief commemoration of the imperial founders was to be performed, exclusively in terms of the lights passed. The ritual was to begin with the lighting and carrying of the four tall taper candles (λαμπάδες) that illuminated the north side of the outer portico through which the public and the procession entered the monastic complex. The burial chapel and in particular the space around the founders’ tombs was to receive additional lighting; a taper candle was to be lit in front of the icon of Christ at the entrance to the area close to the imperial tombs, the polycandela around the chapel were to remain lit, a candle was to burn in front of the images that decorated the conches where the tombs must have been located. The ample lighting at the head of the procession seems to connect, via light, the two principal buildings of the foundation which was to remain lavishly illuminated for the occasion. The culmination of the ceremony at the founders’ tombs, an all-bright area of the chapel during the ritual, would bring to the foreground the burial monuments as the focal point of the rite. Its archetypical depiction in the Mistras fresco, with angels replacing the attendants holding the lights, further underlines the importance assigned by the Byzantines to the ritual act as part of their funerary and commemoration practices.

Ample lighting seems to have been equally important in the cases of the translation of a saint’s relics close to or into the burial chapel that was to house the holy reliquary. The early 7th-century text of the Life of St Theodore of Sykeon refers to ‘abundant lit candles’ (φωταψία κηρωμάν) during the entombment of the saint’s relics next to the chapel attached to the right-hand side of the katbolikon of the monastic complex he had founded, that was built to serve the increasing needs of pilgrimage to the site. An abundance of candles was the main feature of the processional deposition of St Paul of Latros’ relic (d. 955) in the newly-constructed burial chapel inside the monastic complex he had founded, according to the text of his Life.

The Meanings of Light in Funerary Context

‘Late at night the crowd eventually allowed the nuns to make the necessary provisions for the burial of the most holy body. They lit candles of various sizes and...soon after they prepared an empty tomb inside the chapel of the martyr-in-Christ Theodore, which was attached to the main church of the monastery and placed it in all honour there...the accompanying chanting and the ample lighting signifying the mystery of the lavish
illumination and the ineffable glory of her heavenly residence'. This is how the late 10th-century text of the Life of St Irene, abbess of the Chrysovalanton convent in Constantinople describes the final deposition of the saint’s relic in the side chapel of St Theodore inside the monastic complex. The building is described as particularly luminous with the abundant lighting referring to the mystical light that the soul aspires to experience posthumously. It has been suggested that lit lamps and candles at funerals were a reminder of the eternal light of heaven to which the departed have gone. In particular, a direct relationship was established by the Early Church Fathers already between the illuminated interior of the church or the chapel where the funerary rite takes place, and the celestial light.61 Echoing this, the 7th-century liturgical commentary attributed to Sophronios of Jerusalem, seems to proceed a step ahead: the flames of the lamps and the candles that decorate the church ‘also reveal the light that will shine forth from the just’ (‘δεικνύουσι δὲ καὶ τὸ φῶς ἐκλάµψουσιν οἱ δίκαιοι’) at their resurrection.62 The wish for splendid illumination during the funerary rite may also be rooted in the popular belief that the dead required light to guide their footsteps to the otherworld or that the soul should not remain in the dark since light drives away the demons.63 However, a standard *typos* in the text of the funerary and commemoration rites in Byzantium expresses the metaphors that directly link light with the posthumous experience of the divine, the marriage of the soul with God implied by Sophronios.64

Surviving fresco programmes in monastic burial chapels appear permeated with these predominant ideas by referring directly to the use of abundant lighting during the burial or memorial services. Monastic founders clearly favoured the use of elaborate lighting at funerals or during commemoration going as far as to prescribe the use of very specific composite lighting devices particularly appropriate for this purpose in the foundation documents they composed for their monastic communities. Archaeological findings attest to their use in that very context.

Decoration, ritual and specific material objects seem to be united with light as the vital component in the burial chapels of the Byzantine monastic founders resulting to the creation of a new ‘image’. Although implicit rather than actually depicted these ‘images’, combining representation and performance, filled the architectural space. The Byzantine viewer would watch specific lighting devices being used in specific burial or commemoration ceremonies, look at diverse images of them reproduced in the frescoes or the mosaics that decorate these buildings, contemplate or try to experience metaphysically through real light the divine light and, ultimately, the union with God, as is implied in the texts that were chanted or read during these rituals. Light became therefore an essential element in the creation of an *bierotopos*, a sacred space with a non-material and, at the same time, a very specific material substance, function and characteristics — that of the burial chapel of a Byzantine monastic founder.
Димитра Котула (Athens)
«Почитая богатство освещения»: драматургия света в погребальных приделах основателей монастырей

Освещение наряду с благоуханием благовоний и звучанием церковных песнопений считалось ключевым элементом при устроении и создании сакрального пространства в храмах Византии. Согласно существовавшей практике, перед наиболее почитаемыми иконами возжигали свечи, а смысловые акценты внутри архитектурного пространства византийских церквей артикулировались количеством и интенсивностью света, заполнявшего различные участки зданий, в зависимости от времени и типа богослужений.

В данной статье исследуются способы освещения, которыми пользовались в византийских церквах при совершении поминальных и погребальных служб, чествовавших монастырских ктиторов, среди которых были как представители духовенства, так и миряне. Принципы освещения церквей постоянно менялись на протяжении веков в зависимости от случая или же характера церковной службы. Свет также являлся ключевым элементом в ходе свершения отпевания и поминования усопших. Свечи и лампады оставались зажженными на протяжении погребальной или поминальной службы. Неугасимая лампада, горевшая над могилой мученика или святого, или же — над ракой с мощами, являлась неотъемлемой частью почитания святых мощей.

Жития святых, а также тексты, носившие более прагматический характер, как, например, византийские типиконы преимущественно среднего и позднего византийского периода, содержат конкретные инструкции по освещению часовен и гробниц, нередко составленные самими учредителями (ктиторами) этих монастырей. Типикон Иоанна II Комнина, благодаря которому в Константинополе был построен монастырский комплекс сооружений, посвященных Спасу Вседержителю, содержит точные указания, касающиеся освещения монастырской усыпальницы для византийских императоров. Постоянно горящие свечи (κηρία) должны были освещать своды конхи и места упокоения членов императорской семьи; неугасимые лампады (κανδήλες) должны были находиться в конхе, а также висеть под куполом и на входе в церковь. Более изощренные осветительные приборы, так называемые тройные свечи (τρικάνδηλоν), состояли из трех соединенных друг с другом лампад. По обе стороны к соединенным лампадам крепились подсвечники. Данное устройство долж-
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но было освещать образ Архангела Михаила, предводителя бесплотных сил.

Погребальные процессы, направлявшиеся на кладбище или к усыпальнице, а также перенос святых мощей обычно сопровождались возжиганием свечей. Сопровождающие гроб служители, держащие горящие свечи, шествовали рядом с гробом усопшего до самого места погребения. Монастырские ктиторы из мирян всегда придавали особое значение данному церемониалу и оставляли подробные инструкции, содержавшие указания по использованию освещения во время погребальной службы.

Обилие света было не менее важно при переносе мощей святого в часовню или придел церкви, где должна была находиться его рака. Житие преподобного Феодора Сикеота, относящееся к началу VII века, сообщает об «обилии зажженных свечей» (φωταψία κηρπν), сопровождавших процессию захоронения мощей святого в часовне, примыкавшей справа к кафоликону монастырского комплекса, основанного самим святым. Часовня была построена специально для того, чтобы мощам святого могли поклониться паломники, посещавшие монастырь во все возрастающем количестве. Относительно значения данной практики было высказано предположение, что зажженные лампады и свечи в качестве необходимого сопровождения при погребальной и заупокойной службе символизировали свет вечности, в который входила душа умершего. В частности, уже в творениях святых отцов имеются параллели между освещенным интерьером церкви или часовни, в которой происходит свершение заупокойной службы, и небесным светом. Отголоски этих идей имеются в литургическом комментарии VII века, авторство которого приписывается Софронию Иерусалимскому. Однако, комментарий развивает эти идеи дальше: горящее пламя лампад и свечей, составляющих украшение и убранство церкви, «являют собой свет, который будет исходить от праведников» (δεικνύουσι δὲ καὶ τό φπς ὃπερ ἐκλάµψουσιν οἱ δίκαιοι) после их воскресения. Обилие зажженных светильников во время заупокойной службы также может иметь корни в народном поверье, согласно которому мертвецы на начальном этапе загробного существования нуждались в свете, который бы освещал их шаги, чтобы душа не оставалась во тьме, поскольку свет прогоняет бесов и нечистую силу. Тем не менее, в текстах погребальных и поминальных византийских служб постоянно повторяется общая характерная метафора, неизменно связывающая обилие света с непосредственным переживанием душой умершего божественного присутствия, заключение брака души с Богом.

Драматургия света играла ключевую роль в контексте заупокойной службы в пространстве погребальной часовен монастырских ктиторов. Все вместе это создавало «новый» образ внутри византийской традиции. Световые образы соединяли в себе репрезентативные и перформативные функции, заполняя архитектурное...
пространство. Византийцы, присутствовавшие на заупокойных и поминальных службах, имели перед глазами как реальные святильники, так и их изображения на фресках или мозаиках. В свою очередь, объекты и их изображения вызывали ассоциации с божественным метафизическим светом, прообразом которого был свет земной. Это наводило мысль о достижении душой единства с Богом, о чем также упоминали песнопения заупокойных и поминальных служб. Именно поэтому свет стал важнейшим элементом в создании иеротопоса – сакрального пространства, выражавшего нематериальные мысли с помощью специфических материальных субстанций, функций и характеристик, которые формировали пространство погребальных часовен для киторов в византийских монастырях.
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